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TRANSCRIPT ROUGH 

File code: 530523031 

This is a rough transcript of the test in question. Thus, the extracts used in our publications 

have been transcribed in detail after repeated listening. Therefore, the rough transcript 

provided may not correspond entirely to the audio. We would like to emphasize that the 

audio recording is to be considered as primary data. Please note that a transcript is always 

a rough rendition of the original interaction. All voices in the corresponding recording have 

been edited using pitch elevation for ethical purposes.  

Should this transcript be of interest for research purposes, please contact the authors for 

permission.  

Transcript notations are explained in the book. 

Note. This transcript includes a boy and a girl. Also, in this specific transcript, the hashtag 

(#) indicates laughter.  

 

T Teacher 

P1 Pupil 1 (boy) 

P2 Pupil 2 (girl) 

 

[Lines omitted because of anonymization] 

 

1 T ((introductory talk by teacher, students 

2   read instructions)) you can start with 

3   part one 

4 P2 ok 

5 P1 uh (.) my house is (1.6) uh (.) a villa 

6   and (.) it's only one floor (.) uhm (1.4) 

7   we have a quite big living room so uhm 

8   (.) we're most of the time in the same 

9   room the entire family (.) and (1.7) and 

10   watch tv with our (1.7) uh home cinema 

11 P2 yeah # 
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12 P1 uhm (3.2) hhh the area around our 

13   house(1.6) well (.) there are mostly 

14   other villas and a (.) playground but 

15 P2 it's like a neighborhood (.) it not 

16   anyone's 

17 P1 yeah yeah like a usual neighborhood 

18 P2 it's like a neighborhood (.) it not 

19   anyone's 

20 P1 yeah yeah like a usual neighborhood 

21 P2 yeah 

22 P1 and uh (2.5) there is (2.4) some kind of 

industry area (.) uh close to our house 

where (.) they have (.) a lot of vehicles 

(1.2) and (1.5) right now they are 

digging the ground close to the road for 

(1.6) ss fiber cables and so on 

23 P2 yeah # .hh uh well (.) 

24 P1 and (.) well the neighbors are mostly 

25   (1.6) uh there are very many children 

26 P2 uh 

27 P1 and 

28 P2 ja 

29 P1 so on and I think it is quite good 

30 P2 good # well (.) I also live in a villa 

31   (.) it's like a (1.1) yeah in a 

32   neighborhood (.) on [street] uhm uh I 

33   have two floors uh each family member has  

34   its own room (.) well my parents share it  

35   # and (2.1) yeah uh we have a quite big 

36   garden (.) with a lawn and uh (.) it's 

37    just nearby the woods so we have our back  

38   garden it's uh (.) right where the trees 

39   starts # so uh yeah (1.5) I have 

40   neighbors # (1.5) and (1.6) well (.) at 

41    the summers we sit (.) out on the back  

42   (1.4) backside and eat (talk) dinner and  

43   in the winters we (.) light a fire in the 

44   fireplace # (2.0) yeah (.) we also have a 

45   (.) quite big living room so we sit there  

46   and the evenings and watch tv together # 
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47   (3.3) 

48 T ok? (.) part two then (.) the blue cards 

49 P2 the blue? (1.5) aha (.) yeah 

50 P1 having your own room at home is not 

51   necessary .hh (1.6) uhm 

52 P2 I think it is 

53 P1 I think it is 

54 P2 yeah 

55 P1 uh (.) really necessary cause otherwise 

56   you won't have any privacy 

57 P2 any privacy at all (.) no (.) uh I think  

58   if you have always had a uh own room it 

59   would be more difficult to have to share 

60   (.) and and maybe if you (.) always had 

61    (.) have had to share room with your 

62   siblings or so it’s not that difficult  

63   (.) you're used to it 

64 P1 yeah (1.6) but still you need won't be 

65   alone at times and not be disturbed while 

66   you (.) read or doing homework or 

67 P2 yeah 

68 P1 try to sleep 

69 P2 yeah # (..) should I take the next? 

70 T mm 

71 P2 mobilephones are dangerous and disturb 

72   people (1.8) mobilephones (.) no (.) well 

73   (.) everyone has a (.) cellphone and # 

74 P1 uh (.) and I have heard that the 

75   radiation from the mobilephones (.) are 

76   not that dangerous as people tend to  

77   believe 

78 P2 no 

79 P1 that you practically have to walk around 

80   with it on all day (1.6) uh in (.) a long  

81   time for you to notice any (1.4) 

82 P2 yeah I don't know 

83 P1 any 

84 P2 I don't think it's (.) that (.) thing (.) 

85   I mean everyone has its own (.) uh no 
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86   one will notice # 

87 P1 I suppose it's quite annoying if you if 

88   it calls in the middle of a conversation 

89 P2 yeah 

90 P1 or something 

91 P2 well (.) ja 

92 P1 that that'll be only annoying not 

93   dangerous 

94 P2 yeah if you say so I think (.) you're 

95   very (.) uh addicted to your phone (.) 

96   when you don't have it (.) you (.) you 

97   feel like you're missing something well 

98   it's quite hard eller (.) uh to (.) 

99   contact everyone (1.6) if you if you want 

100   to call someone it's (.) you really need 

101   (.) the cellphone just (.) otherwise you 

102   feel 

103 P1 it makes it much easier to (1.6) uh talk 

104   with your friends whenever you (.) want 

105   to or're bored or 

106 P2 exact (1.6) and if you're in danger you 

107   can call 911 and (talk) 

108 P1 yeah (3.3) uh (.) the sound level at 

109   concerts and discos are dangerous (.) uh 

110   (.) if you're close to the 

111 P2 yeah (talk) 

112 P1 speakers then (.8) I suppose you can get 

113   some (1.7) tinnitus and such (.) but they 

114   (.9) do supply you with earplugs so 

115 P2 yeah 

116 P1 it's your own risk if you don't use them 

117 P2 exact (.) I uh (.) well if you're afraid 

118   of getting tinnitus you shouldn't stand  

119   uh (.) right next to the speakers (.) and  

120   maybe you can bring your own earplugs  

121   (1.3) if you're allowed 

122 P1 do you know works one 

123 P2 yeah (4.1) living in the countryside is 

124   better than living in a town (1.5) well 
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125   it's (.) both uh good and bad (.) I think 

126 P1 yeah (.) if you live in the countryside 

127   you'll have (.8) much fresher air (.) no 

128    pollution (.) and so on but (.) you will 

129   be far away from 

130 P2 all the stores and 

131 P1 yeah stores and work 

132 P2 ja 

133 P1 and all a lot of things that you can only 

134   do 

135 P2 when you're in town 

136 P1 in the city 

137 P2 yeah well uh (.) I think also that (.) uh 

138   it's it depends where you grow up and if 

139   you grow up in a in a town I think (.)  

140   you find it better (.) to live in a town 

141 P1 yeah and uh (.) when you live in the 

142   countryside you usually (2.5) uh are far  

143   away from your relatives and such ((door 

144   opens)) 

145 P2 oj # 

146 T you can take your red card 

147 P2 oh (.) alright new 

148 T express your own opinions ((giving 

149   instructions)) it and also what other 

150   opinions there are 

151 P1 the world around us (1.6) well I think 

152   (.) something that we should be discussed  

153   is the greenhouse effect of course 

154 P2 yeah 

155 P1 and people (.) uh dispose their (4.1) uh 

156   hhh (.) dangerous uhm 

157 P2 ah 

158 P1 trash and so on in the in (.8) seas and 

159   oceans 

160 P2 yeah 

161 P1 'cause they can't (.) recycle it 

162 P2 I think everyone should recycle and 

163   paperbags and (1.5) mm (.) °vad heter 
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164   det° and glassbottles and so (.)  it's 

165   not that hard and it's doing very much 

166   for the environment 

167 P1 yes 

168 P2 should I take another 

169 P1 yo 

170 P2 what can you do to protect the 

171   environment (.) well recycle (.) uh >(.)  

172   everything that can be recycled 

173 P1 instead of just throwing away your bottle 

174   you can walk a few hundred meters or so 

175   to find a trash can 

176 P2 yeah (.) exact (.) and you can take a  

177   bicycle instead of the car (.) or doing  

178   uhm (.) going on a bus instead of taking  

179   your own car (.) I mean it's take 50 cars  

180   in one bus (1.3) that's kind of much # # 

181 P1 yeah since the buses will (.) be going 

182   anyway because there are so many people 

183 P2 yeah exact oh I think use 

184 P1 and uh the Americans are also very (1.6) 

185 P2 fat # 

186 P1 # yeah they even sometimes they even take 

187   their car to (1.6) uh uh just 

188 P2  school or 

189 P1 get their (.) mail (.) ten meters away 

190 P2 yeah and they have (.) uh my friend was 

191   in the US for a couple of months and they 

192   had drive-ins for everything (.) they had 

193   their liquor store they use the drive-in  

194   and (.) the pharmaceaut and everything 

195   (.) they're so lazy 

196 P1 yeah (.) uhm (.) 

197 P2 with cars and everything 

198 P1 I've also heard that you can get (2.4) 

199   bullied if you don't drive your car to  

200   the your work and so on 

201 P2 yeah exact it's many I think grownup men 

202   who don't (.) want to go on the bus  
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203   becuase it's not (.) uh (.) it's not like  

204   cool # 

205 P1 yeah they think it's so cool 

206 P2 ah yeah (3.9) 

207 P1 what is a good school (.) a good education 

208   (.) for you or for different people? 

209 P2 uhm (2.6) well (.) everyone should have 

210   the right to go to a school where you get 

211   right educated you have (.) friends and  

212   (.) good teachers 

213 P1 yeah everyone should have friends and the 

214   teachers should (2.5) shouldn't 

215 P2 notice everyone (.) should notice 

216   everyone 

217 P1 yeah they shouldn't (.) favor people 

218 P2 yeah exact 

219 P1 or disfavor for that part 

220 P2 yeah # # I think everyone should had the 

221   same opportunities (.) I mean (.) poor 

222   people should have to go to school too 

223   (.) I mean in different countries 

224 P1 yes uh and when we watched the (2.9) the 

225   (.) Colombia video you saw the private 

226   schools were (1.6) 

227 P2 (talk) 

228 P1 they weren't really (.) they were even 

229   better (.) better than the schools in 

230   Sweden 

231 P2 well (.) oh 

232 P1 well kind of (.) I don't know maybe the 

233   same or better I don't know 

234 P2 no 

235 P1 it looked (.) more fresh at least 

236 P2 yeah 

237 P1 uh (.) while the other schools they 

238   didn't have 

239 P2 they live in like mud-houses 

240 P1 they didn't even have school books (.) 

241   they didn't have a world map or anything 
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242 P2 nothing (.) oh (.) oh (.) that's I think 

243   also private schools so only rich people 

244   can have a good education that's very  

245   unfair (1.2) i think school should be for  

246   Everyone 

247 P1 like in Sweden where (.) uh everyone pays 

248   for the children to go in school but the 

249 P2 pay taxes 

250 P1 the taxes 

251 P2 it should be free 

252 P1 yes 

253 T ok I think that is enough 

 


